Purpose: Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common thyroid cancer, and cervical lymph nodes (LNs) are the most common extrathyroid metastatic involvement. Early detection and reliable diagnosis of LNs can lead to improved cure rates and management costs. This study explored the potential of texture analysis for texture-based classification of tumour-free and metastatic cervical LNs of PTC in ultrasound imaging.
Introduction
Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine malignancy, with approximately 64,300 new cases reported in the United States in 2016. The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database reported that the incidence of thyroid cancer from 1975 to 2013 increased from 4.85 to 15.07 per 100,000 [1] . This increase was primarily a result of an increase in papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC), the most common malignancy in thyroid cancer, representing approximately 90% of all thyroid malignancies [2, 3] . PTC is the most common histologic type
Material and methods

Patients and image acquisition
Ultrasound images of 274 patients, comprising 137 tumour-free and 137 metastatic cervical LNs with proven FNA, were used in this retrospective study. Patient consent was not needed because the study was retrospective and used archived data. All patients had a previous history of total thyroidectomy due to PTC. The ultrasonographic inclusion criteria for lymph node biopsy were as follows: irregular cystic changes, microcalcified lymph node, focal or diffuse hyperechogenicity, a length greater than 5 mm in the short axis diameter, round shape (long-to-short axial diameter ratio < 1.5), and loss of fatty echogenic hilum. The exclusion criteria were nondiagnostic biopsy and refusal to repeat FNAB, atypical/inconclusive FNAB and those who had prior head and neck irradiation or oncological surgery.
Neck ultrasonography was performed on these patients as routine evaluation. The largest cervical LN was selected because of the greater possibility of it exhibiting malignancy, and FNA cytology was performed to confirm or exclude involvement. Patients with no diagnostic or atypical/inconclusive FNA results were not included in the study.
All FNA were performed after ultrasound images of the target LN had been obtained for FNA under guidance of ultrasonography. Ultrasonography was performed using the Accuvix V20 sonography system (Medison, Seoul, Korea) equipped with an L5-13IS (5-13 MHz) linear array transducer. Ultrasonography of the cervical triangle was performed, and all detected LNs were evaluated in longitudinal and transverse sections to measure the largest small diameter and to select the biggest and target LN for FNA. Only one image per patient with the maximum longitudinal section of each node was used for texture analysis.
Texture analysis
MaZda software version 4.6 (Technical University of Lodz, Institute of Electronics) was used for texture analysis. One 2D region of interest (ROI) was selected for each node; hence, 274 non-overlap ROIs (137 tumour-free and 137 metastatic) were selected for discrimination and classification. The sizes of the ROIs depended on nodes, where the mean size of the ROI was 15 × 15 mm. Either an endocrinologist or a general surgeon referred the cases based on clinical indication and routine patient follow-up. The images were compared with FNA cytology and the reference for statistical analysis.
Texture features
Up to 300 texture features were recorded based on histogram, absolute gradient (spatial variation of grey-level values), run-length matrix (counts of pixel runs with the specified grey-scale value and length in a given direction), co-occurrence matrix (information about the distribution of pixel pairs separated by a given distance and direction), auto-regressive model (description of correlation between neighbouring pixels), and wavelets (decomposition image frequencies in different scales).
Normalisation schemes
In this study, texture features were calculated for each ROI in three normalisations. The first, N 1 , was the default, and no normalisation was applied. Thus, the images had the same appearance at an intensity range of 1 to 2 k , where k is the number of bits per pixel. The second, N 2 , was 3sigma, in which the ROI intensities were limited in the range [µ -3σ and µ + 3σ], where µ and σ, respectively, are the mean value and standard deviation of the intensity. The third normalisation was N 3 , 1-99%, in which the image intensity ranges were normalised between the darkness (accumulated histogram is equal to 1% of total) and brightness levels (accumulated histogram = 99% of total) inside the ROI. The intensity levels outside the normalisation range were not considered for analysis.
Automated feature selection
None of the 300 texture features were suitable or effective for differentiating between tumour-free and metastatic LNs. By using two feature-reduction algorithms, Fisher, and the lowest probability of classification error and average correlation coefficients (POE+ACC), the parameters were reduced to the best ten texture features to show the best discrimination between tumour-free and metastatic LNs [21, 22] . Also, the fusion Fisher plus the POE+ACC (FFPA) were performed to examine the discriminatory power of the two algorithms together.
On Fisher algorithm up to ten features were selected with the highest Fisher coefficient, defined as the ratio of between-class variance (D) (computed between the class means µ k , k = 1, 2, K) to within-class variance (V) (computed between the samples of class k and the corresponding class mean µ k ):
where µ k and V k are mean and variance of class k, F is Fisher coefficient, and P k is probability of class k. Maximisation of the Fisher coefficient is desirable.
A POE+ACC algorithm uses the measures of both probability of classification error (POE) and average correlation coefficients (ACC) between chosen features to introduce 10 features with the lowest POE+ACC. The first feature, f i , is selected to minimise POE for all classes:
where POE fi (is the classification error probability for feature f i . This probability is defined as a ratio of a number of corrections in a sample classification to the whole number of samples in the analysed data set using only feature f i for classification. Figure 1 shows the sample distribution of feature f i for two classes. The samples marked can be assigned to either class 1 or 2. In this case, these samples cannot be properly classified. The next feature (second feature) is then selected by minimising the sum of all features except f i :
The |CC(f 1. f i )| is the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the previously calculated feature f i and the new feature f i . The nth feature is selected by minimising the following sum for all remaining features excluding already chosen features:
where the average sum is extended for all correlation coefficients between previously selected features and feature f i . This sum is defined as an average correlation coefficient (ACC).
In brief, the POE+ACC algorithm introduces features with high discriminatory potential and the least correlation with features that are already selected. The Fisher algorithm selected features with maximised differences between two groups. Also, the FFPA algorithm introduce features with the lowest POE+ACC and highest difference between two groups.
Statistical analysis and classification
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was used to transform raw texture features to lower-dimensional spaces and to increase discriminative power; LDA seeks the most efficient direction for maximal separation of features. LDA demonstrated that variability among feature vectors Positive predictive value (NPV) = N TN N TN + N FN (10) where N TP and N TN are the numbers of correctly diagnosed metastatic and tumour-free cases, respectively. N FP and N FN are the numbers of incorrectly diagnosed metastatic and tumour-free cases, respectively.
The area under the ROC curve (A z ) was also calculated to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed method [23] . ROC analysis was performed using SPSS software version 19 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA), and A z values were estimated to be beyond the 95% confidence level. Figure 2 shows the steps of the texture analysis process. Figure 3A and Table 1 show the 10 best features with the highest Fisher coefficient values. Wavelet and run-length matrix features were more predominant and effective features for discriminating tumour-free from metastatic LNs in all three normalisations. The Fisher features are mostly from the energy of wavelet coefficient in "low-high" energy components in second level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLH_s-2), WavEnLH_s-3, WavEnLH_s-4, and WavEnLH_s-5, and "low-low" energy components in first-level wavelet decomposition (WavEnLL_s-1), WavEnLL_s-2, WavEnLL_s-3, WavEnLL_s-4, and WavEnLL_s-5 from wavelet; run-length non-uniformity in horizontal and 45-degree directions (Horzl_ RLNU and 45dgr-RLNU), grey-level non-uniformity of image in horizontal, vertical, 45-degree, and 135-degree directions (Horz_GLNU, Vert_GLNU, 45dgr_GLNU, and 135dgr_GLNU) from the Run-length matrix; sum average S(2, 2) (SA_S [2, 2] ) and sum entropy S(0, 5) (SE_S [0, 5] ) from the co-occurrence matrix where S (i,j) shows the direction of matrix construction and interpixel distance i along rows and j along columns of the matrix, and skewness of absolute gradient (Gr_Skewness) from the gradient. Figure 3B and Table 2 show the 10 best features with the lowest POE+ACC values. Despite Fisher, only the wavelet features in POE+ACC were predominant and effective. Many common parameters could be seen between Fisher and POE+ACC reduction feature methods. The other POE+ACC features were mostly from the energy of the wavelet coefficient in "high-high" energy components in fourth-and fifth-level wavelet decomposition (WavEnHH_s-4 and WavEnHH_s-5) from wavelet, long run emphasis in a horizontal direction (Horz_LRE), and fraction in a vertical direction (Vert_Fraction) from the run-length matrix; Teta4 and Teta3 from the autoregressive model; percentile 90% (Perc_90%), variance, and skewness from histogram; kurtosis of absolute gradient (Gr_Kurto-sis) from Gradient and sum average S 
Results
Fisher and POE+ACC features
Texture classification
The diagnostic performance of the texture analysis methods and normalisation schemes for Fisher features are listed in Table 3 . Considering the normalisation role, Fisher features represented a higher performance with 93.43% sensitivity, 91.97% specificity, 92.70% accuracy, 92.75% PPV, and 93.33% NPV in 3sigma, while classification tasks carried out in 1-99% and default normalisation had subsequent ranks, respectively. POE+ACC features have a higher discrimination power to distinguish between tumor-free and metastatic LNs, in which sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and NPV were 95.62%, 93.43%, 94.52%, 93.57%, and 95.52%, respectively, in 1-99% normalization, while classification tasks carried out in 3sigma and default normalisations were in the subsequent ranks, respectively ( Table 4) . The FPPA features achieved discriminating power with a sensitivity of 99.27%, specificity of 98.54%, accuracy of 98.90%, PPV of 98.55%, and NPV of 99.26% in 3sigma normalisation; 1-99% and default normalisation were in subsequent ranks, respectively (Table 5 ). Figure 4 represents the ROC curves of texture analysis on the same graph for each feature reduction algorithm to compare the discriminating power of classification based on normalisation schemes. 3sigma normalisation has an advantage over the default and 1-99% normalisation in Fisher and FFPA features because of a greater A z value. As shown, the best performance was obtained in Fisher and FFPA features with A z values of 0.943 and 0.996, respectively. In POE+ACC features, the best accuracy was achieved at 1-99% normalisation with an A z value of 0.963.
The data distributions of the two texture classes with the best results in FFPA features and each normalisation are illustrated in Figure 5 . As can be seen, the greatest power of discrimination to distinguish between tumour-free and metastatic LNs was achieved in FFPA features and 3sigma normalisation schemes.
Discussion
Discriminating between tumour-free and metastatic LNs is one of the most critical factors for improving the accuracy of radiologists' initial diagnoses. The primary objective of this study was to evaluate texture ability, a non-invasive method for identifying changes between tumour-free and metastatic LNs using ultrasound imaging. The results of the current study proved that texture analysis can differentiate between tumour-free and metastatic LNs with high accuracy.
Two options for texture analysis were used and provided a total of nine states for each ROI case study: three feature-reduction methods (Fisher, POE+ACC, and FFPA) and three normalisation schemes (default, 3sigma, and 1-99% normalisation). The results demonstrated that FFPA features had more discriminative power than Fisher and POE+ACC features in the data of this research, where the best results were driven in FFPA features and 3sigma normalisation, with an value of 0.996, which corresponded to a sensitivity of 99.27%, specificity of 98.54%, accuracy of 98.90%, PPV of 98.55%, and NPV of 99.26%.
In all normalisation schemes in order to A z values, FFPA features had a higher performance than the other two algorithms, i.e. Fisher and POE+ACC. The A z values in each normalisation were as follows: default (Fisher vs. POE+ACC (Figure 4) . The Fisher method selected 10 features based on the maximised variance (difference) between textures, and POE+ACC minimised the number of sample classification errors. Because the criteria for feature selection by Fisher and POE+ACC are different, it can be concluded that these two methods are complementary. Hence, the fusion of these two methods showed improved performance on the classification task. From Tables 3-5 and Figure 4 , it can be seen that normalisation reflected improvement in the performance of the classifier. Therefore, the best performance in this study was obtained in 3-sigma normalisation with FFPA features.
In the last decade, computer-aided diagnosis has been employed to classify LNs using ultrasound imaging. Ultrasound imaging includes many kinds of features, such as textural, elastographic, and morphological features, which are useful for classification tasks. Elastographic features contain information about tissue stiffness. Ultrasound elastography is a non-invasive technique used to achieve tissue deformation in response to compression [24] . Studies have used ultrasound elastography to classify benign and malignant LNs. Azizi et al. [18] used shear-wave elastography (SWE) to evaluate stiffness in cervical LN by measuring shear-wave velocity (SWV) on ultrasound images. They achieved a sensitivity of 92.52%, specificity of 75.46%, PPV of 48.54%, NPV of 97.60%, and of 0.88 in classifying benign and malignant cervical LNs. Cheng et al. [20] achieved a sensitivity of 78.9%, specificity of 74.4%, accuracy of 77%, and A z of 0.855 using SWV measurements. Park et al. [19] combined SWE and ultrasound imaging to distinguish benign from malignant cervical LN metastases in PTC with a sensitivity of 44.6%, specificity of 87.1%, PPV of 65.9, NPV of 73.8%, and of 0.667 for central LNs and a sensitivity of 95.8%, specificity of 58.4%, PPV of 14%, NPV of 99.5%, and A z of 0.924 for lateral LNs. In a study by Acu et al. [25] , the strain index from ultrasound images classified benign and malignant cervical LNs with a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 71.6%, 76.5%, and 75.0%, respectively.
Morphological features describe margin irregularity, symmetry, and shape of the tumour surface. In this regard, Chmielewski et al. [10] extracted morphological parameters from normalised signed distance (NSD) transforms to classify benign and malignant axillary LNs and achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 90% and an A z of 0.95. Jeong et al. [11] showed that the Yonsei Estimated Value (YEV) scoring system is useful; they achieved a performance in which sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV were 76.3%, 69.8%, 56.7%, and 85%, respectively. Desmots et al. [12] extracted morphological features from ultrasound images and classified cervical LNs with a sensitivity of 80%, specificity of 94%, PPV of 92%, NPV of 83%, and A z of 0.885. Acu et al. [25] indicated that morphological features can classify benign and malignant LNs with 97% sensitivity, 31.4% specificity, and 51.3% accuracy. In texture analysis methods, Chen et al. [13] used a combination of texture features based on the co-occurrence matrix and neighbouring grey-level dependence matrix (NGLDM) to classify benign and malignant LNs on ultrasound images. They achieved a 100% classification accuracy using a support vector machine classifier. In another study, Zhang et al. [14] , used features based on the co-occurrence matrix and presented a good classification of benign and malignant cervical LNs with an A z of 0.827. Chang et al. [15] utilised seven texture feature subsets to characterise LNs in ultrasound images. They subdivided LNs into six groups and reached average accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity rates of 99.10%, 96.43%, and 99.53%, respectively, in the classification task.
Another technique that can be used to differentiate benign from malignant LNs is contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEU). Dudau et al. [16] indicated that CEU was useful for classifying LNs. They classified benign and malignant LNs with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 85.7%. Rubaltelli et al. [26] indicated that CEU showed 100% sensitivity and 99.5% specificity in classifying LNs.
In some studies, features from different groups were combined to achieve the best performance. Zhang et al. [14] combined texture and morphological features from ultrasound images and indicated that the combined features achieved better results in classifying LNs with an A z of 0.892 in comparison with texture alone (A z = 0.827). However, in a study by Acu et al. [25] , elastographic features had no additional value regarding the performance of morphological features.
In the current study, texture features from six main categories were analysed to differentiate between tumour-free (benign) and metastatic (malignant) LNs. These features presented a good classification with a sensitivity of 99.27%, specificity of 98.54%, accuracy of 98.90%, PPV of 98.55%, and NPV of 99.26%. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.996. This means that about 99% of patients with uncertain malignant or benign LNs can avoid unnecessary FNA if the texture analysis method introduced here is used to diagnose these patients. In comparison with the other texture analysis studies, we can achieve a higher accuracy in classification of tumour-free and metastatic cervical LNs [13] [14] [15] . All of them focused predominantly on co-occurrence matrix features. But this study implies additionally that wavelet-based texture features play an important role in distinguishing tumour-free from metastatic cervical LNs. Wavelet has an advantage over other texture features groups die to has an information in both spatial and frequency domains.
Three normalisations and three feature-reduction algorithms were employed and provided a total of six states per ROI. Each set was examined individually to determine the best features descriptor for differentiation between tumour-free and metastatic LNs. Based on the authors' hypothesis, such conditions (under FFPA features and 3sigma normalisation) will classify groups with more confidence, and this was shown by the results. The results of the current study also indicate that texture features possess significantly greater discriminative ability than other features, such as morphology-, CEU-, and elasto graphybased features.
Although some effort has been made to investigate correlations between CEU features and pathological changes, the findings are quite controversial in the literature. In this regard, Dudau et al. [16] and Rubaltelli et al. [26] indicated that CEU features were promising in dif- 
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ferentiating between benign and malignant LNs, but Tan et al. [17] achieved the opposite result. Furthermore, for Doppler, the resistive index (RI) and vascular index (VI) were not significantly correlated to LN metastasis [12, 27] . In addition, Acu et al. [25] indicated that the accuracy of B-mode and Doppler sonography was higher than that of elastography, and elastography adds no additional information. Although Doppler, CEU, and elastography are still used in many centres, there remains the need for further research in this field. Despite all this, all previous studies have indicated that texture features have a higher accuracy than other sonographic features, and the present study confirms this.
Since the physician-referred cases were based on clinical indications, other node characteristic features had no additional information and were not considered for TA and classification. This method is not suggested as an alternative to biopsy, but it can be applied to help radiologists identify subtle changes and select patients with a high risk of malignant LNs for biopsy.
A previous study by the current authors indicated that texture analysis based on wavelet is a useful tool for discriminating between benign and malignant thyroid nodules, with 100% overall accuracy in ultrasound imaging [28] . The present study also proved that wavelet texture features have a high ability to classify LNs. The methods used in this study can aid radiologists in distinguishing between tumour-free and metastatic LNs in the target nodes and it can improve the overall accuracy of radiologists from an A z value of 0.865 to 0.900 [29] . The main advantage of this method is that there is no operator dependency because the analysis is performed by the computer. Moreover, it requires no additional time or costs.
There were several limitations in the current study. First, in the MaZda software, combination tools were not available. This made it difficult to perform some calculations. For example, the averaging of run-length matrix features of four different orientations was difficult. Second, no diagnostics from radiologists were implemented in this study. The texture analysis results were compared only with pathology. Further investigation comparing the texture analysis results with radiologist diagnostics to evaluate the radiologists' performance is needed. Third, the sonographic classification of the current study was compared with FNA biopsy results. Although FNA biopsy is highly sensitive for the diagnosis of malignancy, it cannot replace surgical biopsy. Hence, definitive results require surgical biopsy analysis.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a new approach based on texture analysis is proposed for the evaluation of LN metastasis 2-dimensional sonography. Preliminary results indicate that texture features of a conventional ultrasound image can be used as a supplementary technique to improve the radiologist's understanding of conventional ultrasound imaging in characterising LNs.
